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S. BERMAN1

Abstract. The classification of a family of infinite dimensional Lie algebras
is carried out, and a determination of their automorphism groups, in certain
cases is supplied.

Introduction.

The theory of finite dimensional

simple Lie algebras over

algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero achieves a classification of
such algebras and a description of their automorphism groups (see [4]). To
these algebras one attaches a finite Cartan matrix and the classification states
that two such algebras are isomorphic if and only if their Cartan matrices are
equivalent [see §1 for definitions] and that there are only nine types of
equivalence classes of finite Cartan matrices. The known proofs of this
require detailed knowledge of the automorphism groups, which in turn leads
to conjugacy of the Cartan subalgebras, and make heavy use of the finite
dimensionality of the algebras.
In § 1 we will describe the class of Heffalump Lie algebras which generalize
and include the class of algebras mentioned above. The name Heffalump was
introduced in [10] as a generalization of the terminology introduced by
Freudenthal and de Vries in their book "Linear Lie Groups" where the split 3
dimensional simple Lie algebra is said to be generated by a Hef triple. Our
major concern in this paper is with the universal Heffalump algebras, and we
completely solve the classification problem for these algebras. This leads to
the determination of their automorphism groups when the Cartan matrix
defining the algebras is not of Euclidean type and the base field has
characteristic zero. The algebras we consider are infinite dimensional and
have large subalgebras which are free Lie algebras. This fact enables us to
supply a version of conjugacy, Theorem 3 below, which in turn leads easily to
the classification, which is dealt with in §2.
It is perhaps worthwhile to mention that the classification of the reduced
Heffalump algebras, and the determination of their automorphism groups, is
a major unsolved problem and appears much more difficult than the one
treated here. Moody and Teo, in [9], discuss the group of invariant automorReceived by the editors March 10, 1976.
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phisms and show it is a group with BN pair. However, the relationship of this
group to the full automorphism group is not known, because there is no
version of conjugacy for these algebras. Also, in [3], it is shown that the

nullity of the Cartan matrix defining the reduced Heffalump algebra is an
invariant of the algebra, and that there are an infinite number of isomorphism
classes of these algebras, but a complete set of invariants is unknown.
1. Description of the algebras and a version of conjugacy. An / X / matrix
{Ay) with integer entries is a Cartan matrix if A¡¡ = 2, Atj = 0 if and only
ifAj¡ = 0, Ay < 0 if i =£j, for 1 < i, j < I. These generalize the well-known
nine types of finite Cartan matrices which arise in the classification of the
classical simple Lie algebras. Associated to each Cartan matrix is its CoxeterDynkin diagram, and we say the matrix is indecomposable if its diagram is
connected. Two Cartan matrices, (Ay) and (By), of size I X I and /' X /'
respectively, are equivalent if and only if / = /' and there is a permutation m
of (1, ...,
7} such UnatAm(i)v(J) = By for 1 < i,j < I. Throughout, we only
consider indecomposable Cartan matrices since the generalization of our
results to arbitrary ones is immediate. Also, when the base field has characteristic P different from zero, we always assume, without further mention, that
itMX{|^| |1 < i,j < 7} < P.
Let F be a field and {Ay) an 7 X / indecomposable Cartan matrix. Let X be
the set of 3/ symbols [e¡, «„/ | 1 < / < /} and let ¡5£(A) denote the free Lie
algebra over F on the set X. Letting 9 denote the ideal of g£(A) generated

by the elements [7j„/j,], [e¡,fj] - 5,y«„[e¡, hj] - AMe¡,[f¡, hj] + AjJ, for 1 < i,
j < 7, we let £ denote the corresponding factor algebra. £ is called the
universal Heffalump algebra over F associated to (Ay), and if x E X we again
denote its image in £ by x.
The following facts about £ are well known and can be found in [1], [4],
[5], and [8]. Let £+ (respectively £") be the subalgebra of £ generated by ei
(respectively /) for 1 < i < 7, and let % be the linear span of «,,... , «,.
Then £ = £+ © % © £_ and the dimension of the space spanned by [e¡, «,,
/ | 1 < / < 7} is 37. £+ (respectively £~) is a free Lie algebra on the set
{e¡ | 1 < /' < 7} (respectively {/\ 1 < / < /}) and there is an automorphism

r/ of period 2 on £ such that t)(e¡) = /, t)(/) = e¡, t)(«,) = - «,, 1 < i < /.
Moreover, if (Ay) and (By) are equivalent Cartan matrices then the universal
Heffalump algebras associated with them are isomorphic. There is an ideal "31
of £ (see [1], [7]) which is called the radical of £ and, in most cases, <3tis the
unique maximal ideal of £. The corresponding factor algebra is called the
reduced Heffalump algebra attached to (Ay) over F.
£ is a graded algebra whose group of degrees, Vz, is a free abelian group of
rank I with generators

a,., 1 < / < /. Thus, £ = ®aev

£a, % = \%, [£a, tß]

Eta+ß
for all a, ß E Vz, and if ea E £„, « E°% then [ea, h] = a(h)ea
where the action of Vz on % is determined by a¡(h/) = Afi for 1 < i,j < /.

Let r={«£

Vz\a ^0,ta^

(0)}, T+ = {a E T\a = 2L,¿o,
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for all /} and T~ = -T+. Then T = i + u T~ and £+ = ©aer+£„, £~ =

ffl«sr ->-„•
If a = 2'_ i4«, is a nonzero element of Vz and ^ > 0 for all i then a G T+
unless a = «a, for some « > 2, because £+ is a free Lie algebra. For a E T

(or a E %*) we let [a]=

[ß E T\a(h) = /?(«) for all h E %} and let

£jo] = ©«e[a]ß/3- When our Cartan matrix is not of Euclidean

type (see [2]

for an enumeration of these) and the characteristic of F is zero we have that
the dimension of £,„.,, £,_„.] is 1 for 1 < i < /. If a = 2' = 1¿,a, G T we let
1(a) = 2',_,4. Thus, £ = ©,1-,»^ where £, = ©aef; ,(a),(£a. We let P +
(respectively P , respectively P°) denote the projection of £ onto £+
(respectively £~, respectively 5C).
Remark. The following fact, which is proved using a Hall basis, is of
central importance to us. If x and y are two commuting homogeneous
elements in a free Lie algebra ¡$£, they are linearly dependent [see [6,
Theorem 5.10, p. 328]]. We adapt a version of this to our situation in the
following result.
Lemma 1. Let x,y E £ and assume that [x,y] E %.

(i) IfP+(x)¥=0 then aP +(x) = P +(y)for some a E F.
(ii) If P~(x)=£0 then aP ~(x) = P ~(y) for some a E F.
Proof. We only prove (i) since (ii) is similar. Assume P +(x) ¥= 0 and write
x = 2"=mx(, y = 2"_m,y( where xt, y, G £,, and we assume n' > 1 since
otherwise the result is trivial. Since [x,y] G % = £0 we have for k ¥= 0 that
2i+,_,t [x„ys] = 0 where m' < s < n', m < t < n. Thus, taking k = n + n'
yields [x„,y„<] = 0 so that, by the remark « = «' and axn = yn for some
a E F. If « = 1 we are done, so we assume « > 2 and work by induction.
Thus, assume there is some/ such that 2 < / < « and ax, = y, for/ < f < n.

Taking k = n + j — 1 (so that « + 1 < A:< 2« - 1) we have 0 = [*„,/,_,]
+ [x„-\,yj]

+ • • • + [xj,y„^x]

+ [xj_x,yn]

= [xn,yj_x]

+ [xn_x, axj] + • • •

[xj, axn_x] + [*,_], ax„]. Clearly, all terms cancel except the first and last so
we have 0 = [x„,y,_,] + [*,_„ axn] = [*„,y,_. - axj_x]. Again using the
remark, and noting that j — 11* n, we get that y,^, = ax}_x as desired.

Q.E.D.
We now fix some notation. Let (Ay) and (Ay) be two indecomposable
Cartan matrices of size T X T and / X / respectively, and let £' (respectively
£) denote their corresponding universal Heffalump algebras over the field F.
We use primed and unprimed notation for £' and £ respectively. We assume
/ and /' are not 1 since in that case the results are well known (then the
algebra is simple of type Ax). Let § denote an isomorphism of £' onto £. We
begin our analysis of </>with the following result.
Lemma 2. There are two nonzero elements X+ G £+, X ~ E £~ and two
linear functional g + , g" on %' such that, for all «' G %', <¡,(h') = t}+(h')X +
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Proof.

If P+(<¡>(%)) = (0) we let X+ = ex, g+ = 0. Assume next, that

h'0 E %' is chosen so that P+(<X«o)) ^ 0. Let A+ = P+(<b(h0)).Then X + *
0 and for any «' E %' we have [<|>(«á),
«K«')] = 0 E X. By Lemma 1 there is
a scalar g+(«') £ F such that P +(</>(«'))= ¿+(«')A+. Similar remarks apply
to yield g" and X~, and the result follows. Q.E.D.
The next result is our version of conjugacy for the universal Heffalump

algebras.

Theorem 3. <&%') = % so that I = I'.
Proof. In the notation of Lemma 2 we need only show that g+ and g~
are zero. For 0 i= x E £ we write x = S'l^-^x,
where x, E £,, 7~(x) <
/+(x), and x, =£ 0 if either t = l~(x) or if t = l+(x). Because d>is surjective
there

is some a' E F

and ea. E £a. such that

l+(<p{ea)) > l+(X+).

Say

<P(ea')= ^-ßereß where eß E tß for all ß ET. Then for all h' E %' we have
[ea-, «'] = a'(h')ea.. Applying ¿>to this yields

2 «'(«%= S [^S"(Ä'K- +p°(<t>(h'))
+ z+(h')x+].
/3er

/3er

Thus,

2 (a'(h')-ßiP°(<b(h'))))eß= 2 (S-(Ä')[^^-]+S+(A')[^Jf
/3er

+]).

/Jer

Since 7+ ((#>(<?„<))
> 7+(A+), the right-hand side of the last equation has a
term of degree greater than the left-hand side if ¡5+ ^ 0. Thus, g+ = 0 and

in a similar way g

= 0. Q.E.D.

Remark. It follows from the foregoing proof, that if ea, E £a, and <j>(ea)=
2/3er*/? tnen eß m ° unless a'(h') = ß(<p(h')) for all «' E %'. Thus, <#>(£„-)Ç

£,0] where /3 E T is any root such that «'(«') = ßitfjh')) for all «' E DC'.
2. Classification and automorphism groups. Before going on with our analysis of <j>we need to describe a group of automorphisms acting on £. If
ax, . . . , a, are nonzero scalars from F we let u(ax, . . . , a,) be the automorphism of £ such that e¡ -> a¡e¡,f¡ -» a¡~ '/, and h¡ ->•«,. Clearly the inverse of
u(ax, . . . , a¡) is u(axx, . . . , aj~x). If 77 is a permutation of (1, . . . , 7} such
that A^y^ij) = Ay for 1 < i,j < 7 we let v(ir) denote the automorphism of £
whose action is determined by e¡ -> e7r(i),fí-*jLa, «, -* «ff(l)for 1 < / < 7. We

let G(£) denote the subgroup of Aut(£) generated
automorphisms together with 77.One easily checks that
u(ax, . . . , a,)j} = 7)1/(0,"', . . . ,a¡~x),

ü(tt)t)

by all these

= t)v(-n),

and that
u(ax, ...,

Thus, if g E G(£)

a,)v(m) = v(?r)u(a„w,

...,

av(l)).

then g has the form v(tr)u(ax, . . ., a,)rye where £ E

{0, l}.
We now continue our analysis of d>. The remark following Theorem 3
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implies that P°(<K^/))
= 0 = P0(<Kfi))for 1 < / < /. Thus <#«) = Ef +

E,+,<Kfi)= Ff + Ff, where£,+, Ff E £+, F,", Ff G £" for 1 < / < /.
Adjusting <f>
by tj, if necessary, we assume that Ex+ ^ 0. Then from 5,y</>(«,')
=

[<KO,¥J¡)\ we get 5^«/) = [Ef, Ff] + [Ef, Ff) + [Ef, Ff] + [Ef,
Fj ]. Taking i — 1 and using Lemma 1, we obtain Fj+ = OjEx+ for some

OjG F, 1 < / < /. If Ff T^Owe get, in the same way, Ff = bjEf for some

bj E F, 1 < / < /. Then [Ex+,Ef] G %, and, letting S = FEX++ FEf +
%, we have <p(ff) G S for 1 < / < /, so since S is a subalgebra we have

cf>(£'~)E §, which is clearly impossible. Thus, Ex~ = 0, and hence Ff j= 0
so again by Lemma 1 we have Ef «■ C^F," for some Cj E F, 1 < / < /.

C, = 0 and, by symmetry, we have a, = 0. Also, [F,+ , Ff j E %.

We now have that 8yM.K)
= tV> ajE\+]+ [4+> *}~]+ 1<W, $£f] +
[C,/*!-, ij~]. If some a, ^Owe appeal to Lemma 1 to get E¡+ = d¡Ef for
some dj E F, I < i < I. Then, letting j- denote the subalgebra FFX~+ FEX+
+ %, we have ^(e'¡) Ef for 1 < /' < /, hence cb(t'+) Q %, and this is
impossible. Thus, íí, = 0, and in a similar way Cy = 0, for 1 < / < /.

It now follows that $(£'+) = £+, </>(£'-)= £". Write <p(e¡)= F, , + Ef,
where £,,, G £,, Ef E ©,°i2£„ 1 < i < /.
Since <i>is surjective the dimension of the linear span of Ex ,,...,
E¡ , is /,
so that F, , t^ 0 for 1 < i < /. Also, E¡ , belongs to some root space £a, and
hence there is a permutation 77of (1, ... , /} and nonzero scalars y„.w G F
such that F, , = y.«)«,™ for 1 < . < /. Similar remarks apply to yield a
permutation 5 of (1, ...,
/} and nonzero scalars p5(/) G F such that

<Kfi)= PS(,)/«(o
+ Ff whereFf G ©rJ-^,

for l< i < I.

It is now easy to see that Ef is/-extreme (i.e. [Ef,fj] = 0 for 1 < / < /),
Ff is e-extreme, and that 8 = tt. We next adjust <j>by an automorphism of
the form u(ax, . . . , a,) so that <j>now has the form <¡>(e¡)= ew(/)+ Ef,
<K/') = Pwiofirm+ Ff where tt is a permutation of {1, . . . , /}, Ef is /extreme, F,~ is e-extreme and 0 i= pm(i)G F for I < i < I. Then <?>(«,•)
=

ftroAto-[£r. Ai- W*)*»*«and w. *i - - «w^r

for a11«e ^'

1 < 1 < /. Applying <|>to the relation [/', «J] = - AjJ¡ yields that p, = 1 and
Ay = j4w(/)jf« for 1 < /',/ < /. This establishes our main result.

Theorem 4. Let £ and £' be the universal Heffalump algebras over the field
F arising from the indecomposable Cartan matrices (Ay) and (Ay) respectively.
Then £ is isomorphic to £' if and only if (Ay) is equivalent to (Ay).
When the base field is of characteristic 0 and our Cartan matrix is not of
Euclidean type we know the dimension of both £,„.] and £._„,] is 1 for
1 < /' < /. From this it follows that any automorphism maps root spaces to
root spaces, and this clearly yields the following result.
Theorem 5. Let ft be a universal Heffalump algebra over a field of
characteristic 0 arising from an I X I indecomposable Cartan matrix. Assume
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7 > 2 and that the Cartan

matrix

is not of Euclidean

type. Then Aut(£)

= G(£).
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